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GREY may not be the most obvious option which springs to 
mind when planning a new kitchen and choosing the right 
colour for the kitchen cabinets. However, if the aim is for a cool, 
sophisticated look, then those subtle tones which are mid-way 
between black and white may well provide the answer.

Grey as a colour has a definite masculine appeal and it is bound 
to meet with the approval of the bachelor who enjoys cooking and 
who likes to spend as much time as possible in the kitchen.

However, grey is by no means a gender choice. Whether the 
person responsible for most of the cooking is male or female, 
if you are looking for an alternative to bland, all-white kitchen 
units, you really can’t go wrong with grey.

Choosing grey kitchen units can totally transform an otherwise 
stark kitchen design, adding character, individuality and a 
timeless elegance. 

Grey kitchens have proved to be a major hit in recent years, with 
warmer tones being popularly used to create a different feel from 
blue-based shades of slate, for example.

The beauty of decorating with grey is its extreme versatility. 
Unlike many colours, grey can be considered as being either 
warm or cool. Whilst it is considered to be neutral, it is the 
undertones which determine whether the particular shade chosen 
will be warm or cool. Understanding how colour undertones 
work will help you choose the right shade of grey for your 
kitchen.

When choosing an accent colour for your grey kitchen, it’s 
wise to follow tried and trusted theories. It is always a good idea 
to select complementary colours, which appear next to each 
other on a colour wheel, or contrasting shades from completely 

opposite sides of the wheel. 
That does not necessarily mean a return to the 

combination of grey and pillar-box red, which was 
a popular choice throughout the first half of the 1980s.

Instead choose more subtle accents and they will work 
well when combined with various shades of grey.

Soft, pale greys tend to work well in smaller kitchens, but 
larger spaces may need a few splashes of bolder coloration in 
order to prevent the scheme looking a touch too bland. Pale grey 
colours can be successfully mixed with deep navy, or even infused 
with a shot of fuchsia pink.

There is something indefinable about the colour grey, which 
ensures that it works perfectly in the modern kitchen. With 
its relaxing neutrality, it can help create a calm, soothing 
working environment – at the same time providing the perfect 
background to contrast with bright fabrics, or a boldly coloured 
splashback.

These days there is a move away from the ubiquitous white for 
kitchen cabinets. In the past, home-owners have shied away from 
the colour grey, because of its dull, lifeless associations. However, 
it all depends on how you aim to mix and match – and grey is the 
perfect foil for any brighter colour that you may choose as a focal 
point.

Initially, grey may seem like a odd choice of colour to choose 
for the busiest room in the house and one which is normally 
associated with bright, warm colours.

Why therefore are more and more home-owners opting for the 
choice of grey? It’s quite dull, isn’t it? It can be quite depressing, 
can’t it? No, not at all, if it is used in the right way.

FADe to GreYsPAce-PluG – the kitchen 
Fitter’s ultiMAte FrienD 
hits A GrAnD totAl oF 
three Million units solD 
SPACE-PLUG products continue to grow in popularity 
throughout the UK. 

They have just launched retail supplies at Howdens - claimed to 
be the UK’s No 1 trade kitchen supplier - and the future is looking 

very bright for this extremely handy problem solver.
They have now sold some 3.2 million of these innovative fixings 

and numbers are growing fast, with an amazing 1.2 million sold 
so far in this year alone.

It was former fitter, Cliff 
Petit who came up with this 
simple yet ingenious idea for 
those suppliers and fitters 
who are, “fed up faffing 
around with typical “L” 
bracket systems”.

It seems Space-Plug is 
definitely the answer to this 
age-old, awkward and time-
consuming problem.

Both Space-Plug XL (for 
45mm-80mm gaps) and 
Space-Plug Regular (for 
30mm-50mm) gaps are 
installed when the units are 
in place. 

Only one fixing is usually 
required, which can be 
located and adjusted as 
required making them 
fast, simple, accurate, 
fully adjustable, extremely 
flexible and infinitely 
accessible, ensuring the 
perfect professional fit… 
every time!

Space-Plug products are 
accredited by FIRA and 
have already won a FIRA 
innovation award.

Cliff and his brother, 
Nigel form the two-man 
entrepreneurial team who 
have everything completely 
under control, from British 
manufacture to international 
distribution. 

‘We’re delighted to add 
Howdens to our growing 
list of business partners 
determined to see the back of 
the L bracket nonsense and 
are extremely pleased that 
the future for Space-Plug is 
looking more exciting than 
ever before!’ says Cliff.

Want to find out more? 
Visit 
www.space-plug.com
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Remember that we are not talking about grey walls, combined 
with a grey ceiling and grey flooring, which could be thought to 
resemble a prison cell. 

Instead, what we are talking about is simply using the colour 
grey for the kitchen cabinets with bold accents of colour, 
Whatismore, the choice is limitless.

Grey is undoubtedly classy and will always add a touch of 
luxury. It perfectly atones with other nearby colours and textures. 
Grey kitchen cabinets can transform your kitchen into a place of 
tranquility and relaxation.

Grey is also the perfect foil for a selection of green house plants.
If your grey colour will predominantly be coming from your 

kitchen appliances, they’ll almost always be considered a cool 
shade. Treating your kitchen appliances as a colour in your palette 
can help you put together a more balanced room. Don’t be afraid 
to mix and match in order to balance warm and cool tones.

Contemporary kitchens can seem a little cold with shiny 
surfaces and metal appliances. A balanced and welcoming 

contemporary kitchen should contain a mix of both cool and 
warm colours and materials.

When you pair warm neutrals with cool grey tones you will 
undoubtedly achieve an interesting and beautiful kitchen space. 
You will definitely want to surround your cool grey colors with 
warmth to avoid a cold, industrial look. Even the best industrial 
designs use weathered metals to add the necessary warmth to the 
colour scheme.

Clean lines and warm organic neutrals like sand and gray, can 
help you effortlessly create a beach-inspired space. The secret 
to a contemporary beach kitchen is to keep your colors neutral 
and your design simple. Adding accents of soft blue, or green to 
your neutral kitchen can help you create a serene space for both 
cooking and entertaining.

If your choice is more of a glamorous show-stopper kitchen, 
then rich charcoal grey cabinetry, or wall colours can be the 
perfect option. If you keep the work surfaces and layout simple, 
you can add a few over-the-top accents, such as chandeliers and 
sconces. The key to a glamorous space is simplicity and sparkle. 
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Kitchens offer a unique decorating challenge since most of your 
colour will come from cabinetry, countertops, and flooring. Many 
kitchens don’t have much wall space for painting, so you will need 
to give a good deal of consideration to the basic colours in the 
room.

Grey or beige paint in your kitchen can help you bridge the gap 
between wood, hardware and flooring. “Greige” is an even better 
colour choice than grey, or beige, because it offers the best of both 
worlds, introducing the cool neutrals of grey and the warmth of 
beige. “Greige” walls and cabinetry can give your kitchen a high-
end look even in a modest home. 

If you’d like to add interest to your kitchen, but don’t want to add 
lots of colours, try contrast instead. Mixing and matching your 
cabinetry in deep charcoal grey and white creates a multi-layered 
style that can make your small kitchen look larger. The secret is 
to use contrasting neutrals. White and beige, beige and white, or 
white and grey, are all great combinations for a neutral kitchen. 

Mixing white or grey with dark wood finishes creates a gorgeous 
customised look for your kitchen. The key to using this stunning 
style is to strive for the perfect balance between the two different 
finishes. Mixing cabinet finishes works best with strongly 
contrasting colours, so that there is no question that these 
cabinets are very different.

Even if you choose a kitchen filled with beautiful grey cabinetry, 

you can still treat your island as a separate statement piece. This is 
a designer trick to make your kitchen appear to be more spacious 
and create a customised kitchen look on a budget. 

For a grey kitchen, choose island colours, such as black, charcoal 
grey, or white. More vibrant hues can be used for your kitchen 
island but, like cabinets, you’ll want a colour that will endure for a 
number of years, even if you decide to re-paint the walls at some 
point in the future.

If you love a clean look for your kitchen, then you’ll want to 
keep things simple. Grey can play a part in your uncluttered 
kitchen palette as the colour of countertops, or flooring. Matte 
finishes, such as concrete reduce glare and absorb light, providing 
the illusion of there being more kitchen space than there actually 
is.

If your preferred choice is the clean look of pale grey, but you 
worry that it may look too industrial, try applying a soft grey with 
blue undertones on your kitchen walls. A hint of blue undertone 
to your grey walls can make your kitchen feel more relaxing and 
welcoming. 

Be sure to pair your cool grey with crisp white trim colour to 
balance your kitchen palette. The secret to a fresh color palette for 
your kitchen is using the right balance of colour, so that the space 
doesn’t feel cold at all, just light, bright and totally refreshing. 
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BEAUTIFUL interiors always start with excellent 
design. At Langstaff-Ellis Ltd of Chinnor in 
Oxfordshire, the company’s designers work 
with its customers to create stunning spaces 
which really work in everyday life. 

Clients are offered photo-quality, 3D 
renders, so that they are able to see the 
finished design before anything is cut in 
the workshop. 

The large offices and workshops 
operated by Langstaff-Ellis are packed 
full of the latest technology, which is 
used right from the design stage to the 
final production.

The company’s designers use the very latest 
software, which programs the CNC machinery 
- at the same time as providing clients with detailed 
drawings for their approval.

Once a project is in production, CNC machinery and highly 
skilled craftsmen and women combine to create work to the 
highest of standards. 

With the company’s ongoing investment in its production 
facilities, Langstaff-Ellis is able to offer work of the highest 
possible specification.

Customer service is at the heart of the business. At Langstaff-
Ellis it is understood that the key to a successful project is a 

positive and enjoyable relationship with clients, which is why 
a dedicated, creative and positive team has been created 

- all of whom work with clients to create their ideal 
kitchen space.

Langstaff Ellis does not have restricted ranges, 
colours or ironmongery. Instead, clients 
are free to choose absolutely anything they 
desire. The company’s design creativity 
works well with all manner of kitchen styles 
ranging from traditional Shaker to Modern, 
or contemporary furniture. 
The workshop team is formed by a group 

of highly skilled and knowledgeable cabinet-
makers – all of whom can boast many years of 

experience in the use of modern CNC automated 
woodworking machinery and equipment.

The workshop features the very best in terms of 
modern woodworking machinery all of which is sourced from 

industry giants, such as the renowned German manufacturer, 
Martin.

One recent addition to the Langstaff-Ellis workshop has been a 
Martin T12 spindle moulder, which has now been in operation at 
the company’s Oxfordshire premises for just over a year.

Although compact in terms of design, the T12 offers a 
number of premium features as standard. These include a heavy 
composite frame to ensure maximum stability, along with a 
5.7in TFT colour touchscreen control unit. This is positioned 

MArtin MAchinerY 
helPs oXForDshire
DesiGn & MAnuFActurinG
coMPAnY’s ProDuction 
oF BeAutiFul kitchens

The Martin T12 spindle moulder is 
the perfect spindle cutter for a wide 
variety of applications.
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This amazing looking kitchen cabinetry in purple produced by Langstaff-Ellis is just one example of how the 
company’s designers work with its customers to create truly stunning spaces, which really work in everyday life.
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economically at eye level and helps reduce set-up times markedly.
From this unit the operator can easily set the required height 

of the spindle and when additional optional accessories are 
included, the cutting depth and the cut (infeed jaw) can also be 
set and controlled.

In addition, the tool data memory provides the facility to store 
up to 500 different tools, automatically recalling the spindle 
height position, speed and other program data for the particular 
tool selected.

A consistent moulded surface cannot simply be ordained. 
However, it is so simple with the Martin T12, which features 
a highly functional, but easy-to-use control system and offers 
excellent value-for-money.

Other standard features include a precision fence assembly with 
hand-wheel adjustment and digital display in the control unit, 
an electronic soft braking device for the spindle motor and the 
“Dornfix” quick shaft change system.

On request, the HSK tool change system can be specified, thus 
allowing the flexibility of having tools that are interchangeable 
with many CNC machining centres. 

Other options include motorised positioning of the fence 
assembly, variable spindle speeds and sliding tables.

Motorised positioning of the fence enables all the settings to 
be made comfortably and accurately via the control unit. The 
fence settings can be approached with pinpoint accuracy owing 
to reproducibility of +/- 0.025mm, which is extremely high for 

a compact-class machine. Even critical settings, for example, for 
counter profiles, can be precisely positioned.

The positioning of the right-hand fence jaw via hand-wheel is 
displayed on the control unit with a high degree of accuracy. 

The electronically recorded position of the fence jaw can also 
be saved in the controller and quickly accessed when needed. 
The incremental movement is also easily possible owning to the 
integration in the controller.

The table extensions are executed in cast iron on both sides and 
connected to the machine table completely without a transition. 
The stable, extendable support provides support at the front, thus 
facilitating the processing of larger components.

The fence opening should be closed as much as possible, so that 
the work piece can be safely guided and slide along the fence. 
Both are provided by the tried and tested integral fence.

The bars of the jaws consist of hard-coated aluminium and can 
be easily folded in position, released and also varied in height. 
The bar cassettes can also be removed effortlessly, allowing the 
operator to work with a wooden insert.

In short, the T12 is an ideal spindle moulder for any joinery 
workshop. With its individual customisation options, it represents 
the perfect spindle cutter for a wide variety of applications.

Want to find out more?  
Visit www.martin.info or  www.langstaff-ellis.co.uk
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Want to find out more? 
Visit www.cabinetvision.com
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THE latest version of the Cabinet Vision design-to-
manufacturing solution for woodworkers delivers greater 
control and flexibility for the machining of part connections, 
empowering users to better automate and manage every aspect 
of production. 

Released by the Hexagon Manufacturing Intelligence 
Production Software business, Cabinet Vision Version 12 
features an all-new connection manager that delivers complete 
control over the machining that occurs where two parts meet by 
enabling users to easily define and automate those connections. 

For instance, if a dado with pre-drills, or fixed position-dowels 
with RTA fittings are needed, the connection manager provides 
the tools needed to define those specific operations and many 
more. 

‘When developing Cabinet Vision Version 12, we were focused 
on giving our users more control over how their cabinets 
are constructed,’ says Cabinet Vision product manager, Chip 
Martin. 

‘The new connection machining in Version 12 is a game-
changer for automating how our customers connect their parts 
together, whether for cabinets, or  for closets,’ adds Mr Martin. 

This latest version also features a completely re-designed 
Cabinet Vision Assembly Manager, which is utilised by 
engineers to specify construction methods and standardise the 
production of their products. 

In Version 12, the assembly manager offers increased 
flexibility, including the ability to select connections per part, 
together with an enhanced, user-friendly interface. 

The new connection manager, along with the ability to 
assign connections in the Cabinet Vision assembly manager, 
delivers unparalleled flexibility for defining and automating 
construction methods. 

This development offers greater control over every aspect of 
connection machining while maintaining both ease of use and 
part quality. 

Improved ease of use in Cabinet Vision Version 12 includes the 
simplification of defining part differences based upon cabinet 
class “breakouts” — such as base, upper, tall and others. 

While these breakouts have been a significant feature since 
the software’s inception, it was required that the user define 
breakouts for all questions about the part. Enhanced in Version 
12, breakouts can now be limited to a specific question for 
the part, significantly reducing the complexity of defining 
construction methods. 

Among this latest version’s interface enhancements is the 
option to display all contextual, or right-click, menus as radial 
menus. Radial menus offer a number of key advantages — most 
notably speed and ease of use. 

An additional upgrade to ease of use and efficiency offered 
with Cabinet Vision Version 12 is the all-new ability to view and 
move to different rooms whilst working in elevation view. 

The room selection option being accessible via the elevation 
view significantly reduces 
the number of mouse clicks 
required to work through a 
multi-room project. Prior to 
Version 12, users were required 
to exit the system’s elevation 
view and enter plan view to 
move to a different room. 

Cabinet Vision Version 
12 offers a direct link to the 
Leica Geosystems 3D DISTO™ 
measurement tool, which 
accurately captures 3D co-
ordinates with the precision 
needed for project planning. 

Designed to eliminate 
unwelcome surprises due to 
measurement inaccuracies, this 
direct link with Cabinet Vision 
enables users to drive the layout 
of jobs directly on the job site.

BeneFits to kitchen 
MAkers For the 

MAchininG & AutoMAtinG oF 
PArt connections With neW 

cABinet Vision Version 12
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Want to find out more? Visit www.hesse-lignal.de
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HESSE Lignal has developed a range of innovative coatings for 
wood, metal and glass finishes, helping kitchen manufacturers 
maximise production efficiencies, while also reducing costs and 
wastage to build a greener future. 

Hesse Lignal wood coatings are ideally suited for all interior 
applications where a high quality, durable finish is required, such 
as in the kitchen.

Hesse Lignal is a market leader in Germany for “intelligent” 
lacquers and stains. Key to the success of this product range is a 
focus on quality and high productivity. 

These premium wood coatings provide the applicator with vast 
productivity savings in application time and in the number of 
coats applied to reach required film build.

Also key to Hesse Lignal philosophy is the desire to create 
products which are environmentally friendly to both the 
applicator and the end customer.

This desire to create environmentally friendly products is 
evident with Hesse Lignal’s RS system, which has been formulated 
without the use of aromatic solvents, such as Xylene and Toluene. 

In addition, the extreme low release of formaldehyde is 
reduced far below the E1 limit (0,1 ppm). This means that, after 
curing, the lacquer itself is not contributing to the release of 
formaldehyde in people’s homes - a feature of classic acid-curing 

lacquers which release 10-25 times more formaldehyde.
Redwood Innovations is the UK’s leading supplier of coatings 

from Hesse Lignal, a German manufacturer renowned for its 
continued efforts to develop coatings that not only deliver a 
first-class finish on surfaces, but also help kitchen manufacturers 
reduce waste, protect the Environment and reduce business costs. 

As part of Redwood’s Hesse Lignal range, the company stocks 
a number of highly durable primers, multi-coat and finishing 
lacquers.
Why Hesse Lignal?

With their impressive drying times, high solids content and 
pot life, Hesse Lignal products can save kitchen manufacturers 
significant amounts of time during the production process. 

As well as reducing waste with extended pot life, sanding and 
coating time is also significantly decreased, thanks to a simple 
range of products with one hardener that can be used in clears, 
primers and colours. 

What is more, as a company committed to reducing its negative 
impact on the Environment, Hesse’s coatings are formaldehyde-
free and free from aromatic isocyanates. 

Unlike traditional acid-curing lacquers, Hesse coatings do not 
contribute to the release of formaldehydes into the Environment, 

MAXiMise eFFiciencies 
With the helP oF hesse 
liGnAl coAtinGs

therefore ensuring the safety of both sprayers and consumers. 
Why Redwood?

Unlike some other coating suppliers, Redwood Innovations goes far 
beyond the selling process.

With many years’ experience in supporting kitchen manufacturers, 
Redwood can deliver expert technical 
advice that not only provides the customer 
with a suitable product recommendation, 
but also helps them improve the 
manufacturing process itself. 

In addition, all of Redwood’s Hesse Lignal 
coatings are available for next-day delivery 
nationwide when ordered before 2pm, 
providing a first-class customer service 
experience.
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MOST of us are aware of the increasing importance that 
environmental challenges have on people’s daily lives and 
the purchasing decisions relating to them that are made as 
consumers. 

This is something that the wood finishing industry is not 
immune from, with more emphasis – particularly in the interior 
fit-out markets – being placed on the use of coatings with the 
lowest possible environmental impact.

The requirement to comply with the standards promoted by 
BREEAM UK Refurbishment and Fit-out New Construction 
certification promoted by BRE is being implemented in 80 
countries worldwide. 

The SKA rating scheme from the Royal Institute of Chartered 
Surveyors (RICS) is also becoming more prevalent as an 
environmental assessment method used during non-domestic 
fit-out and both of these standards include coatings as part of 
the assessment criteria.

In order to enable wood finish coating users an easy route 
to compliance with these and other environmental standards 
– including A+ air quality ratings – Irurena, working with 
Movac has developed a full range of environmentally-compliant 
coatings. 

The complete range has been developed with exceptionally 
low levels of VOC and, because of this, has been awarded EU 
Ecolabel certification. 

Ecolabel is a label of environmental excellence. It was 
established in 1992 and is recognised worldwide. 

The Irurena Ecolabel range of products available from Movac 
includes:
Hidral TP-1014: 

This is a water-based self-sealing clear lacquer with good 
scratch and chemical resistance and impressive yellowing 
resistance properties.
Hidral TPP Colour:

This is a selection of water-based pigmented topcoats with 
an attractive appearance and touch, with good chemical and 
yellowing resistance, available in any colour.
Elite Stone:

These are water-based floor lacquers able to be applied by 
spray, brush, or roller application with resistance to friction, 
scratches and heel marks.
Irufire B-s1,d0 Aqua:

This is a water-based maintaining fire-retardant lacquer, 
with good chemical and scratch resistance and impressive UV 
stability.

With products available in sheen levels from matt to gloss, 
the Irurena Ecolabel range from Movac gives discerning wood 
finishers an environmentally-focused choice over traditional 
coatings, with the benefit of impressive performance and ease of 
use.

MoVAc – helPs to ProMote
GreAter AWAreness oF
enVironMentAl issues
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Want to find out more? Visit www.movacgroup.co.uk

AS part of Hexagon’s philosophy of supporting data-driven 
Smart factories, the latest release of Alphacam CAD/CAM 
software speeds up how jobs which require several processes are 
managed.

A new job type has been introduced in Alphacam 2020.1. The 
Multiple Process Jobs functionality makes it simpler to create jobs 
and orders in Automation Manager, which need to be outputted 
to more than one machine, or which require any secondary 
processing at the same machine. 

‘In the past, users had to create multiple jobs to process complex 
operations in Automation Manager,’ says product manager, Chip 
Martin. 

‘Now, a single job can be created, containing all the different 
machines and manufacturing processes that the part goes 
through,’ adds Mr Martin.

He highlights an example of machining the top and back of a 
part. In the latest version of the software, those two processes can 
easily be worked as a single job. 

‘NC code will simply be created for both of them automatically, 
which is also the case for additional machines and other 
processes,’ says Mr Martin.

This improvement 
streamlines how complex 
manufacturing processes 
are handled in Automation 
Manager. 

‘Once the process is defined 
and the Multiple Process Job is 
created, the operator can easily 
repeat the same complex job 
many times for different parts. 
In addition, the user interface 
will help show exactly which 
processes and machines the 
part will go through,’ says Mr 
Martin.

Several enhancements have 
been made to Automation 
Manager’s output file options. 
Firstly, the new File Name 
Configuration dialog creates 
names from job information, job files, or any custom text.  

Secondly, a number of improvements to Report Creation include 
the ability to generate up to four different layouts, which can also 
be printed. 

All the materials being used can be included in one report and a 
report can be produced for each material and each nested sheet.

‘This fine-tune control means users can tailor Automation 
Manager output entirely to their specific requirements,’ explains 
Mr Martin.

The Rough/Finish of solid faces with Tool Side function now 
supports cylindrical faces to be machined. Planar and cylindrical 
faces can be combined in a single selection. 

For solid faces that are perpendicular, or undercuts, an active 
work plane can be used to define the preferred approach angle 
(scanning direction).

‘In the previous release we introduced the ability to machine 
solid faces directly for rough/finish and sawing,’ says Mr Martin. 

‘This has now been enhanced to allow simple planar faces to be 
machined without creating new geometry,’ he adds.

Cylindrical faces, as well as planar faces can now be selected and 
Alphacam automatically finds the best angle for machining them. 

This calculation is carried out while keeping a fixed angle for 
the tool in a work plane, guaranteeing that most controllers will 
be able to support compensation (G41/G42) and Lead-In/Out 
generated by ALPHACAM.

‘Before this improvement, users had to carry out several steps to 
machine a selection of faces using the tool side. 

‘Now, instead of creating workplanes and extracting geometries, 
they simply select the faces for machining and ALPHACAM 
calculates the required tool angle and workplane to machine a 
selection of faces. This is a real time saver,’ concludes Mr Martin.

sMArter ProDuction 
For kitchen MAkers 
With the VerY lAtest 
FroM AlPhAcAM
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Want to find out more? Visit www.alphacam.com
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THE Modecor collection of high pressure laminates includes 
over 250 designs. The company produces from 2,000mm 
lengths up to 5,500mm lengths on request. 

Modecor says its product range complies with the EN 438 
standard (also FSC certified) and meets the highest quality 
standards. 

The range is available in up to nine modern and high-quality 
surface structures. Special textures, such as anti-fingerprint 

technology can be pressed in any decor, any thickness and in any 
dimension. 

This easy-care texture is convincing with a silk-matt surface 
and a particularly soft touch. The surface has an anti-static and 
antibacterial effect and offers many benefits and applications, 
including the kitchen manufacturing industry.

lAMinAtes With
no FinGerPrints!

Want to find out more? Visit www.modecor.info
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sMooth MoVeMent,
tiMe AFter tiMe, For 
kitchen DrAWers

ACCURIDE drawer slides and the Accuride 3832 is a recognised leading solution for kitchen 
furniture manufacturers.

Just a few years after Jet Press was founded in 1977, Accuride designed the Model 3000. 
This was the first telescopic slide designed by Accuride. It helped cement the company’s 

reputation for premium craftsmanship and reliability. 
Jet Press became a UK distributor for Accuride in 2001 and, on the back of this successful 

partnership, the company became a distributor for the German market in April 2019.
The 3832 provides smooth movement, time after time, for kitchen drawers and pull-out 

shelves.
It is a light-duty, mild steel slide with a load rating of 50kg. In order to ensure that this drawer 

slide provides a long, trouble-free life, Accuride tests the 3832 for 80,000 open-and-close cycles. 
There are numerous features which make a pair of 3832s the first choice for many designers. 

Firstly, full extension, so that the user can access everything inside the drawer. It also has front 
disconnect, so users can remove the drawer – a helpful feature for cleaning. There is also a hold-
in detent to prevent roll-out and bounce back. 

Accuride also believes in making life easier for people involved in manufacturing kitchen 
furniture. 

The company’s patented cam drawer adjust allows for precise vertical adjustment and a new 
face frame hole provides easy access to mounting. An optional clip-on bracket is available for 
bottom and platform mounting.

Jet Press carries stocks of seven different versions of the Accuride 3832 including black, white 
and harsh environment options and has access to the full range of slides. 

The team has unrivalled expertise and experience in the kitchen furniture industry and is 
happy to work with clients to design the best possible solutions.

Want to find out more? Visit www.jetpress.com
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A new dimension to 
soft close drawers

HETTICH has added a new dimension to the 
modern kitchen experience with a drawer system, 
which combines the features of soft close and  
push-to-open. 

Push-to-open Silent is now offered for Hettich’s 
premium ArciTech drawer system. This entirely 
mechanical solution (no power supply required) 
is ideally suited to handle-less kitchens.

A gentle push on the front panel is all it takes to 
open the drawer and another gentle push closes 
the drawer quietly and smoothly.

Push-to-open systems typically require 
more forceful closure to override the opening 
mechanism. However, Hettich’s innovative Push-
to-open Silent means no more compromise – the 
opening and closing action for drawers can be 

equally convenient and satisfying for the user.
Opening force can be adjusted according to 

user preference and to allow for different drawer 
weights. The system is hidden from view under 
the drawer and can even be retro-fitted with no 
modification.

‘This is such an impactful way to add value to 
a kitchen,’ says Hettich UK marketing manager, 
Colin Patterson. 

‘Push-to-open Silent is sure to impress 
customers in the showroom. It provides a real 
talking point and represents a great solution for 
modern handle-less kitchens,’ he adds.

Want to find out more? Visit www.hettich.com

WITH a close eye on emerging trends in the 
international furniture market, cabinet hardware 
expert, Titus has developed TeraBlack versions of 
many of its most popular products, including its 
hugely successful T-type hinges. 

The new Tera (Titus Enhanced Resistance 
Application) versions feature an exceptionally 
attractive non-reflective dark grey finish, which 
not only retains its superlative appearance 
throughout its working life, but also offers 
enhanced resistance to corrosion.

‘At Titus, we put a great deal of effort into 
monitoring developments in the furniture sector 
and recently we’ve seen a growing demand for 
matte black cabinet hardware,’ says general 
manager at Titus UK, Phil Beddoe. 

‘We weren’t satisfied, however, with the idea 
of responding by simply offering another colour 
option. 

‘Instead we wanted to offer a market leading 
solution that combined a visually appealing dark 
matt finish with genuine and valuable product 
benefits. 

‘Drawing on our unique expertise in cabinet 
hardware development and manufacture, that’s 
exactly what we’ve done with the new TeraBlack 
versions of our products,’ adds Mr Beddoe.

Particularly well suited to applications in high-end 
premium kitchen furniture, Titus TeraBlack products fully 
meet the requirements of designers and consumers looking for 
unobtrusive, yet attractive cabinet hardware. 

They have highly uniform surfaces and a velvet feel that 
complements their quality and enhances consumer appeal. In 
addition, they are highly resistant to scratching and surface 

damage and to the effects of general wear and tear.
 The new TeraBlack products are Titus engineered solutions 

supported by tightly controlled, repeatable, efficient, flexible and 
scalable manufacturing processes that provide the performance, 
consistency and quality essential to manufacturers of high-end 
furniture.

neW Versions oF
titus t-tYPe hinGes

Want to find out more?
Visit www.titusplus.com/uk  
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Want to find out more? Visit www.ney.co.uk


